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The present review reports on recent progress in modeling and simulation of biological ion
channels and proton pumps. In particular, we describe the current approaches and results
concerning permeation and selectivity of ion channels. This is demonstrated mainly at
the example of a potassium ion channel. In the case of proton pumping across lipid
membranes we report on recent results from computer simulation of bacteriorhodopsin.
The distribution of internal water and the structure and dynamics of hydrogen-bonded
networks inside bacteriorhodopsin are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma membrane is the place where cell meets
the external world and the structure that has not
only to make a borderline, but also to connect the
cell properly to the environment. The vast variety
of membrane functions (transport of matter and en-
ergy, signal processing and transduction, etc.) is
provided by a relatively simple structure of lipid bi-
layer with incorporated (integral) and/or attached
(peripheral) proteins. Although the static picture
might seem quite simple, the complexity of the sys-
tem is far more seen in its dynamics. The membrane
processes are goverened by the short and long-range
interactions that take place at very different time
scales, ranging from picoseconds to hours.
As the lipid bilayer is permeable only for small
non-polar molecules and hence impermeable for
ions, the structural entities providing ion transport
are membrane proteins. Generally, there are two
types of transmembrane ion transport; the one that
takes place down the electrochemical gradient for
the specific ion (passive transport) and the oppo-
site,“uphill”transport, that calls for an energy in-
put in order to overcome the energy barrier (active
transport). Respective protein structures are accord-
ingly classified to ion channels (provide passive flow
of ions) and ion pumps (ensure active ion transport).
A lot of experimental effort has been put into re-
solving membrane-bound processes, from the struc-
tural as well as dynamical point of view, but tradi-
tionally with a relatively small input from the the-
oretical approaches. The primary functional struc-
tures responsible for completion of membrane pro-
cesses are proteins, so they have always called for the
central attention. As far as the molecular structure
determination of membrane proteins is concerned,
obtaining a cristallized functional form of the mem-
brane protein is still a generally non-solved problem;
up to now, only few structures have been resolved up
to the atomic details. Consequently, modelling and
simulations of membrane processes has been long fac-
ing the problem of lack in structural data, not to
mention the problem of computational limitations
for such a complex systems. Although the complete
structure of channel forming antibiotic gramidicin A
has been known for a long time [1] and a lot of com-
putational modelling has been done on the structure
[2, 3], it appeared that its strucural and permeation
properties differ from those of the biological chan-
nels, so the physiological relevance of the results is
questioned.
The advantage of the simulation over experimental
techniques has been widely seen in the possibility to
explore the dynamical aspects of the structure which
cannot be adressed experimentally. Every computer
simulation study is at the first step confronted with
the decision on the most appropriate level of detail
to include in the description of the system. Gen-
erally, the majority of the membrane protein simu-
lations fall into two categories: molecular dynamic
(MD) studies or atomistic simulations, in which all
the atoms of the system are treated explicitely, and
mean-field or coarse-grained simulations, which treat
some parts of the system as a continuum. Since the
latter are less time consuming, those methods allow
much longer simulation times, but are at the same
confronted to a non-trivial issue of decision on the
best mean-field model to be used.
As the atomic resolution of biological ion trans-
port proteins became available during the last decade
and the computational facilities gained more power,
the theoretical modelling and simulation approach
has consequently shifted from simple “hole in the
wall” models to realistic structures embedded in the
proper environment. This is, by and large seen in a
recent progress in the field after the succesfull deter-
mination of higly resolved bacterial potassium chan-
nel KcsA [4–8], accompanied by the computational
simulation of the structure [9–14], that almost com-
2pleted the detailed picture of structure-function re-
lationship for the potassium ion transport process.
At present, the amenable combination of atom-
istic resolution structures with highly sophisticated
computational methods is considered to be a leading
way to better understanding of fundamental proper-
ties of basic cell membrane physiology. The doubts
about physiological relevance of results obtained on
bacterial membrane proteins to those in mammalian
cells have been lifted at least in the case of KcsA,
for which there is evidence supporting evolutionary
conservation of the architecture as well as of trans-
porting properties [15, 16].
In this review we present some recent results
from computer simulated structures of membrane
ion channels and pumps. Special attention will be
brought to the specific points revealed by simulations
on bacterial potassium channel and light driven pro-
ton pump bacteriorhodopsin, that weren’t observed
experimentally, thus giving new insights to the re-
search field.
II. MEMBRANE CHANNELS
The membrane lipid bilayer is highly impermeable
to ions, since the energy barrier for transferring a
hydrated ion to the low dielectric environment of
acyl chain region is prohibitively large. Thus the
structure of lipid bilayer provides the cell capability
of maintaining the intracellular ionic concentrations
very much different to the extracellular ones. In gen-
eral, potassium has about 30-fold higher intracellu-
lar concentration than extracellular, while sodium,
chlorine and calcium are more concentrated outside.
The difference in ionic concentrations gives rise to
the existance of electric potential difference across
the membrane, the inside of the cell being polarized
negatively with respect to the outside.
Nevertheless, every cell has to have a pathway for
ionic flow through the membrane in order to main-
tain proper physiological functioning. The mem-
brane resting potential, which is predominantely de-
termined by K+ concentration difference, can easily
be changed by allowing the Na+ ions flow inside; if
the membrane is depolarized, the resting potential is
effectively restored by letting the K+ flow out; sub-
tle changes in Ca2+ intracellular concentration can
lead to a number of processes affecting important cell
functions, etc.
Ion channels are transmembrane protein struc-
tures [17, 18] which ensure the continuous transport
pathway for diffusive flow of ions accros the mem-
brane. As the direction of the ion flow through the
channel is down the electrochemical gradient for the
ion, the process is often reffered to as a passive trans-
port. Since the net flow of electric charge gives rise
to a rapid change in transmembrane potential, ion
channels play a key role in generating and propagat-
ing action potentials in nervous system. Moreover,
it is well established that ion channels play impor-
tant role in pathophysiology of various diseases and
thereby present the primary targets for pharmaco-
logical drug design.
In order to assure the precisely controlled trans-
membrane ionic flow, ion channels have to be i)
highly selective towards specific ion type (or highly
discriminative for one ion type over all the other ions
present), and ii) have to have well defined gating con-
trol mechanism. The protein conformation of the
open state, in which the selected ions are allowed to
pass, has to be acomplished upon specific stimulus;
the known mechanisms include change in transmem-
brane potential (voltage-gated ion channels), binding
of another molecule (ligand-gated or receptor-gated
channels) and mechanical stress (mechanosensitive
channels or stretch-gated channels).
Although the experimentally determined rate of
ion transport through different channels varies (ac-
cording to the channel type, concentration difference
and transmembrane potential) and ranges from 106
to 109 ions/s, the simple calculation in given circum-
stations reveals that this rapid transport is almost
at the diffusion rate. This fact is indicating that
an open channel structure is ensuring energetically
almost barrierless pathway for selected ion flow. Ad-
ditionally, the variability among channels is also seen
in the geometry of ion-transport pathway, but there
seem to be two characteristic regions appearing as
a general feature of all biological channels: a wider
cavity that accomodates hydrated ions and a short
and narrow selectivity filter. Moreover, those two
regions seem to be evolutionary conserved, at least
in specific channel type (e.g. potassium channels)
[15, 19].
Ion channels are functionally and structurally sim-
plest among the membrane transport proteins, since
the transport itself doesn’t call for a (major) confor-
mational changes of protein structure. Conforma-
tional changes occur in the process of gating, i.e. are
needed for discrimination between opened (perme-
able to selected ions) and closed (impermeable to all
ions present) channel states.
There are three major experimentally determined
descriptors of channel function : 1) high selectivity
3towards one ion specie 2) permeation process that
ensures rapid transport at given rate, defining the
conductance of the channel (I-V curves of the ma-
jority of biological channels are linear within the
physiological range of membrane potentials), and 3)
gating mechanism. Those descriptors are the very
same that every theoretical modelling has to repro-
duce and give insight to understanding.
At present, no single computational technique can
describe all the functional properties of an ion chan-
nel. The choice of the level for the theoretical ap-
proach and the use of the computational technique
to describe processes of selectivity, permeation and
gating of an ion channel, depend essentially on the
timescale of the process itself. While the timescale of
the permeation process for typical channel is in the
order of few tenths of ns, the gating takes the time
in the order of ms. At the present state of compu-
tational speed neither of the processes can be com-
pleted using MD techniques, but call for more coarse-
grained modelling. On the other hand, since BD
and continuum theories do not distinguish between
monovalent ions, the modelling of channel selectiv-
ity can only be done using MD approach. Although
Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations have provided
usefull data on the total permeation process of ions
through channels [20], their reliability concerning de-
tails is limited due to the coarse-graining of the chan-
nel structure and applications of mean-field approxi-
mations of water and lipids. More details, including
fluctuations of all constituents of the channel and its
environment (all atom model of channel, water and
lipids) have been elucidated by use of molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations [21, 22] albeit quite limited
in time to the few nanoseconds time regime.
Nevertheless, every computational modelling of
ion channels requires detailed knowledge on the
structure. Although ion channels have been exper-
imentaly identified more than 25 years ago (thanks
to the invention of patch-clamp technique, by Ne-
her and Sackmann [23]), there are nowadays only
few of the channel protein structures that are known
up to atomic resolution details. The main obsta-
cle in resolving those structures has been, as for all
the membrane proteins, the experimental problem in
obtaining crystallized functional form of the chan-
nel. Recent determination of highly resolved bac-
terial potassium channel [4–8] immediately raised
very much attention in the field of computational
modelling, so several groups have conducted molecu-
lar dynamics [9–13], Brownian dynamics simulations
[24] and free energy perturbation studies [25, 26].
A STRUCTURE
In order to support the reliability to the results
of MD simulations of a full all-atom model of an
ion channel (including the channel, the water and
the lipid bilayer), it is important to carefully prepare
the starting configuration. In particular, the embed-
ding of the crystal structure into a pre-equilibrated
membrane-water system is a non-trivial task, since
the insertion of the structure into a prepared cav-
ity in the membrane-water system leaves many local
vacancies between the two systems. A too rapid sub-
sequent equilibration renders the channel structure
to unfold. The typical r.m.s. deviation between the
original and this type of equilibrated structure can
be of the order of few A˚. Obviously, this type of mod-
ified structure may not provide correct insights into
permeation and selectivity mechanism of the chan-
nel. Therefore a comparison between the crystal
structure and the simulation-mediated equilibrated
structure is important.
The KcsA Potassium Channel. It has been shown
that the simulated KcsA channel structure [11, 13,
27] is still very similar to the original structure. The
r.m.s. deviation of the Cα atoms between the crystal
structure and the simulated structure is about 3.7
A˚ [27], which is comparable to the crystal structure
of 3.2 A˚ resolution [4]. Even the more recently KcsA
structure at 2.0 A˚ resolution [6] has some specific
similarities with the simulated structure [27], at least
concerning the widening of the extracellular mouth,
which is indicated by a careful analysis of the radii of
gyration of the various residues of the KcsA channel.
The radius of gyration Rg of each residue i is defined
as follows:
Rg
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1
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α is the center
of mass of each residue in the αth subunit of the
tetramer, the index 23 ≤ i ≤ 119 labels the residues
of the crystal structure [4], and 〈...〉 denotes the en-
semble averaging. All simulations indicate that the
KcsA structure remains closed at the intracellular
mouth. It should be noted that the fluctuation pro-
file of the radius of gyration of each residue along the
channel shows that the residues in the hydrophobic
core of the bilayer are relatively more stable than
those located close to the head group region and the
aqueous phase. This may explain the unstable posi-
4tion of the ion near the exit of the selectivity filter
[27].
Since the potassium ions, which are localized in
the selectivity filter, represent an integral part of
the crystal structure, it is of interest to compare
their possible locations as predicted by X-ray analy-
sis [4, 6] to simulation findings. Based on the most
recently published structure [6], it is conjectured that
the K+ ions may occupy seven different locations :
4 inside the selectivity filter, one in the cavity and 2
ions weakly bound to the extracellular mouth. MD
simulations, however, [11, 13, 27] indicate that only
one or at most two ions may occupy the filter simul-
taneously. Some MD results report on only one ion
in the filter, where second ion exits the filter either to
the intracellular side [11] or to the extracellular side
[27]. However, in the latter both cases, it cannot be
excluded that the findings have to be attributed to
incorrectly equilibrated structures. In particular, the
results of the simulation [27] show that the potas-
siun ion K1, which originally binds to the oxygen
atom of the Tyr78 carbonyl group, finally dissociates
into the aqueous phase. The K2, which binds to the
oxygen atom of the Thr75 carbonyl group and K3,
which is located in the cavity, both remain bounded
within the channel for the whole 3 ns of simulation.
At equilibrium the K2 ion remains located between
Gly77 and Val78. Indeed, more elaborate simulations
are necessary in order to clarify the details on ion lo-
calization in the selectivity filter.
The MD simulations predict an average number of
water molecules within the cavity of about 21 [27],
which is enough to solvate the cavity ion K3, but
which is in contrast to the conjecture of 50 water
molecules based on solving the finite difference Pois-
son equation [28]. However, the latter result has to
be viewed in the light of the recently reported short-
comings of the Poisson-Boltzmann theory applied to
inhomogeneous systems [29].
B PERMEATION
The goal of modelling the permeation process is
to understand the physical processes underlying the
permeation of ions through the channel, with the
ability to reproduce present and predict future ex-
perimental observations. The time scale of perme-
ation is too long to enable reproducing the experi-
mental data on the process using MD calculations,
so the modelling which attempts to reproduce exper-
imental data usually employs more coarse-grained
methods like continuum electrostatics and/or BD
simulations. Nevertheless, among the computational
methodologies used on describing the permeation
process, only molecular dynamics has the advantage
of providing the data on the molecular kinetic details
at the atomic resolution. However, none of the sim-
ulation studies with explicit lipid environment was
able to complete the permeation process for the K+
ion within KcsA channel, due to the current com-
putational limitations for simulations of such a large
systems.
The permeation process deals with an open state
conformation of the protein; the challenge for the
theoretical approach is to explain the channel’s abil-
ity to conduct the ion movement at very high rate
and relate it to the detailed molecular structure of
the system. In developing the realistic models of ion
permeation, one is faced with remarkable complexi-
ties that need to be considered. 1) structure deter-
minats of channel-mediated ion transport - the ge-
ometry of the protein-water interface along the per-
meation pathway, and 2) the distribution of charges
in the protein wall, which determine ion-protein in-
teractions along the pathway.
Although the precise geometry of ion-transport
pathway varies among different channels, there are
two characteristic regions that appear to be a gen-
eral feature of all biological channels: a wider cavity
that accomodates hydrated ion and short and nar-
row selectivity filter. Those two regions seem to be
evolutionary conserved, at least in specific channel
type (e.g. potassium channels).
The mechanism of ion permeation through the
channel is generally determined by interactions of
permeating ion with the channel wall and ion-ion in-
teraction within the channel pore. Additionally, the
interactions are modified with the physical determi-
nants of water molecules within the narrow channel
structure, that can be very much different from the
bulk water outside the protein structure.
Potential Energy Profile of KcsA. The interaction
energy of permeating ion with various constitutents
of the environment (e.g., water, protein, lipid, etc. )
is of considerable interest. In particular the interac-
tion energy at various position along the axis of the
channel (energy profile), give some indication for fa-
vorable positions of the ion. Energetic considerations
for the KcsA channel have been reported previously
[9, 26, 28] using free energy perturbation calculation
or standard MD simulations of the channel without
explicit environment. The complete energy profile
including the contribution of a fully hydrated lipid
bilayer membrane along the whole channel axis has
5FIG. 1: Energy of a potassium ion interacting with
the protein at different positions along the symmetry
z-axis of the protein.
been reported recently [27]. The energy profile has
been calculated using the non-equilibrium approach
of steered molecular dynamics (SMD). This method
was originally introduced in order to study the un-
binding of the avidin-biotin complex [30, 31], but
was shown to be a general tool to obtain equilibrium
properties of a system from non-equilibrium mea-
surements (proven recently by Jarzyinski [32, 33]).
In SMD, a restraint potential Ur(~q, t) is imposed on
some degrees of freedom ~q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm) of the
system, and is changed along specific paths. In the
case of an ion channel,the external force pulls the ion
by a spring attached to the ion along the channel’s
symmetry axis, quite similar as in the case of atomic
force microscopy (AFM) experiments. The external
potential is
Ur(x, t) =
1
2
k(x− vt) (2)
where x is the position of the atom, v and k are the
speed and the spring constant of the cantilever, re-
spectively. At time t = 0 both the restraint center
and atomic position are located at the same posi-
tion. In Fig.1 the energy profile of the ion-protein
interaction along the channel axis of KcsA is shown.
A more detailed evaluation of other energy contri-
butions from lipids, water and other ions inside the
protein are presented in ref. [27]. The energy profile
(Fig.1) exhibits a minimum at about 8 A˚ where the
location of the first ion (K2) in the selectivity filter is,
confirming experimental indications [6]. It has been
shown that the pore helices provide the most impor-
tant contribution to stablize the cavity ion, while the
energetic barrier at the entrance of the intracelluar
side comes from the rest of the channel. Beside the
calculation of the energy profile by means of SMD,
it can be shown that the potential of mean force can
be calculated as well, which is an important requisite
for performing Brownian dynamics simulations [24]
of a coarse-grained KcsA models.
The Supplanting Mechanism in KcsA. Several the-
oretical studies have addressed the multi-ion trans-
port mechanism of permeation where several ions are
located at the same time in cavity and selectivity fil-
ter. Since the kinetic details of the ion permeation
are difficult to elucidate by experimental techniques,
molecular dynamics simulation can play an impor-
tant role in order to improve our understanding of
ion permeation. Unfortunately, standard MD sim-
ulations, usually restricted to phenomena of a few
nanosecond time scale, are not suitable to reproduce
ion conduction taking place at tenths or hundreds of
nanoseconds. Even for a high throughoutput chan-
nel as KcsA is, the experimentally measured ionic
current of 10 pA gives the expected time of 16 ns to
complete the permeation. However, applying an “al-
chemical” method [27] where water molecules and
ions can exchange their places, the whole perme-
ation process of a single ion can be monitored. The
alchemical method can be considered as a variant
of the “particle insertion” method, well known in
computational physics [34]. In the particular case
of the KcsA channel the permeation process due to
multiple ions in the cavity region can be studied by
this method. The potassium ion that escaped from
the ion channel into the aqueous phase, exchanges
its position with one water molecule in the cavity.
This exchange process is taken, similar as in Monte
Carlo simulations, with a probablity proportional to
∼ exp[−∆U/kBT ] where ∆U is the change in en-
ergy due to the exchange process, kB the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature. In addition, the
velocities of the water molecule and the ion under
consideration are kept the same, hence rendering the
kinetic energy unchanged during the exchange pro-
cess. The orientational relaxation of cavity water
molecules due to the introduction of the new ion is
very fast, and the typical relaxation time is of the or-
der of a few picoseconds. Several different locations
in the cavity have to be taken as different initial po-
sitions for the permeation studies. The simulations
are stopped at 500 ps, and a new position of the ion
in the cavity is selected for a new trajectory. In many
6FIG. 2: Z-component of trajectories of three potas-
sium ions as function of time. The ions K4 and K3
are initially located in the cavity within −5 < z < 7,
the ion K2 in the slectivity filter at 7 < z < 20. The
shaded regions represent the head group regions of
the POPC bilayer.
cases, the potassium ions do not enter the selectivity
filter from the cavity. However, in some cases this
event takes place. Fig.2 shows a typical example of
the z-component of trajectories of three potassium
ions as a function of time. The ions K4 and K3 are
initially located in the cavity, which is in the range
−5 < z < 7, and the ion K2 in the selectivity filter
at 7 < z < 20.
This result shows that the permeation process can
be described by a “supplanting” proces where the
electrostatic repulsion between K3 and K4 leads to
an expulsion of K3 into the selectivity filter, where
it supplants the ion K2, which itself dissociates from
the filter and moves into the extracellular mouth of
the channel.
Porins. The existence of membrane water channels
was predicted in the 1950s [35]. Today the detailed
structures of several human [36] and bacterial [37]
porins are known.
Bacterial porins from the outer membrane of E.coli
allow diffusion of hydrophilic molecules with molec-
ular weight up to 600 Da and exhibit modest ionic
selectivity. The aqueous pore and the mechanism
of ion conduction have been studied by MD simu-
lations with explicit ions and solvent molecules [38]
and also with a lipid bilayer membrane [39]. The
complete translocation of a single Na+ ion in the
OmpF (outer membrane proteins in E. coli) under a
potential of 500 mV was observed in 1.3 ns [38]. The
simulation [39] revealed that a strong electric field
oriented transversally to the pore axis influences the
ion transport. The flow of one ion through various
bacterial porins (OmpF, PhoE, OmpK36 and mu-
tants thereof) has been studied using BD simulations
[40–42] which show a good agreement between cal-
culated transmission probabilities and experimental
ion selectivity.
Gramicidin. Gramicidin A (gA), an antibiotic from
Bacillus Brevis, has been for almost twenty years
the only channel with a known structure, therefore
presenting the favourite object for theoretical mod-
elling. From physiological, as well as structural and
functional point of view, it is not considered a biolog-
ical channel. It is a 15-residue peptide, which forms
a head-to-head dimer in the membrane, assuming a
form of a 25 A˚ long cylinder with a central pore of
2 A˚ radius. The structure is permeant to monova-
lent cations (H+, Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+), binds
divalent cations and rejects all anions.
The featureless pore of gA is lined only by peptide
backbone atoms, with symmetrical binding sites of
moderate affinity near the entry and the exit. Al-
kali metal cation transport is considered, in simplest
terms, to be carried out in three steps: two primar-
ily extrachannel steps (diffusion through bulk aque-
ous solution up to the channel combined with en-
try into the binding site and exit from the exit site
followed by aqueous diffusion away from the chan-
nel) and one intrachannel step (usually referred to as
a cation translocation). The rate of the intrachan-
nel step strongly dependens on membrane potential,
causing current-voltage relationships (I-Vs) to be su-
perlinear when the intrachannel step is rate limiting.
Thus I-Vs are sublinear at low permeant ion concen-
trations, where the extrachannel entry process is rate
limiting, and become more superlinear with higher
concentrations of permeating ion [43].
The permeation properties of gA channel seem to
be also very dependent on the nature of the lipid en-
vironment (which is less likely to be the case for much
larger, biological channels). Recently, some interest-
ing results appeared on effects of membrane electro-
statics on gA conductance properties. The data pro-
vided through experiments [44, 45] were, to a large
extent, confirmed by continuum theory studies (3D
Poisson-Nernst-Planck calculations) [46]. The cal-
culated large changes in conductance of the chan-
7nel (e.g. ionic current through gA is six fold larger
in charged phosphatidylserine membrane than in a
phosphatidyilcholine membrane) caused by changed
properties of the membrane (including lipid charges
and dipoles, as well as membrane thickness) were
consistent with experimental results.
Among other results obtained from simulations of
gA, also some important aspects of H+ transport are
revealed. Generally, proton fluxes across membranes
constitute one of the most fundamental aspects of
cell physiology, since the passive flow of H+ through
H+ conducting channels drives ATP-synthesis. The
non-equilibrium electrochemical potential for pro-
tons is achieved by H+ pumps (e.g.in bacteria, via
bacteriorhodopsin, later discussed in the text) which
utilize different forms of energy (from photochemical
or redox reactions) to perform the uphill transport.
Proton transport is postulated to occur via mecha-
nism similar to one for salt-based conductivity sug-
gested in 1805 by C. J. von Grotthuss [47] and there-
fore termed Grotthuss conductance. Within aqueous
channels, proton transport occurs as covalent bonds
exchange with hydrogen bonds between hydronium
and a neighboring water to produce a charge trans-
port, which is followed by a slower reorientation of
the electroneutral water molecule.
Ion-free gramicidin channels contain eight or nine
water molecules in a single file [43] which are free
to interact and rotate. The water molecules thus
form an ideal ”proton wire”, with fully aligned dipole
moments as the lowest energy conformation. Chan-
nel permeability to protons is 40- to 60-fold higher
than permeability to Na+, and single-channel pro-
ton conductance at infinite dilution is 9.1-fold higher
than Na+ conductance. Water flux is not induced by
proton-mediated currents, as it is with alkali metal
currents thus suggesting that H+ transport through
the gA channel occurs by means of Grotthuss con-
ductance [43].
A theoretical analysis of proton transport in a
nine-water wire in vacuo emphasizes the difference
between the time scales for proton passage (< ps)
and the subsequent water reorientation (> ns) [48].
Positive charge transport first requires that a (hy-
drated) proton approach a channel containing a wa-
ter column aligned with water oxygens toward the
channel entry. After rapid exchange of hydrogen
bonds and covalent bonds, which results in the re-
lease of a hydrogen at the channel exit, the water
column has become aligned in the opposite direction
and must completely reorient before the next pro-
ton transport can occur. Reorientation is expected
to be rate-limiting and occurs by propagation of a
hydrogen-bonding defect through the channel. Fur-
thermore, it is found that the mobility of H+ in
the gramicidin channel is essentially determined by
the fine structure and the dynamic fluctuations of
the hydrogen-bonded network. The process of H+
permeation is mediated by thermal fluctuations in
the relative positions of oxygen atoms in the wire.
When permeating proton is not present, the water
chain adopts one of the two polarized configurations,
each corresponding to an oriented donor-acceptor H-
bond pattern along the channel [49]. As the water
molecules are ubiquitous in biological systems and
form modulable H-bonded networks, it is expected
that similar features in the coordination of these net-
works apply also to all the membrane proteins that
provide efficient pathways for H+ transport.
C SELECTIVITY
For every experimentally identified ion channel,
there is a well defined ion selection sequence, accord-
ing to which channels are usually named as potas-
sium, sodim, chlorine or calcium channels. It ap-
pears that for the monovalent-selective channels the
main selection criterion is the size of the ion, whereas
for the calcium channel it is the magnitude of ion
charge (calcium channel highly discriminates Na+
over Ca2+, although the radii of Na+ and Ca2+ do
not differ much - 0,95 vs. 0,99 A˚ , respectively).
Thus, there are dominantely two different selection
mechanisms at play; the one operates on the basis of
ion size, and the other on the basis of ion charge.
The deciding factor on selectivity in channels is
the free energy of permeation, namely the variation
in free energy of the system as different ion species
pass through the channel. In the simple case one can
observe the differences in potential energies at vari-
ous points along the pore, but for a more quantitative
description, a free-energy calculations are needed.
KcsA Channel. The main focus of the MD simu-
lations the KcsA potassium channel has been the
selectivity filter and the permeation process from
the cavity to the filter. The question of selectiv-
ity against Na+ ions has been addressed in sev-
eral studies through free-energy perturbation calcu-
lations, where a K+ ion in one of the binding sites is
alchemically transformed into a Na+ ion. The calcu-
lated free-energy barrier range from 11 kT to 8 kT
[26], and 5 kT [25] which are in rough agreement with
the experimental value of 9 kT extracted from the
K+/Na+ selectivity ratio of about 104. It has been
8found [26] that hydrophobic residues lining the intra-
pore and cavity are responsible for the relative high
diffusion of ions in those segments. Despite the large
suppression of the diffusion coefficient in the filter
region, permeation through this segment has been
found by BD simulations to be the fastest step in a
full conduction cycle thanks to the Colomb repulsion.
Recent MD simulation of Sansom and coworkers [50]
indicate that K+ ins and water molecules within the
filter undergo concerted single-file motion in which
they translocate between adjacent sites within the
filter, on a nanosecond time scale. In contrast, Na+
ions remain bound to the sites within the filter and
do not exhibit translocation. Furthermore, the en-
try of a K+ ion into the filter from the extracellular
mouth is observed, whereas this does not occur for
a Na+ ion. It is argued [50] that these differences in
interactions in the selectivity filter may contribute
to the selectivity of KcsA for K+ ions in addition to
the differences in the dehydration energy between
K+ and Na+ and the block of KcsA by internal
Na+ ions. A more direct evidence for the selectivity
against Na+ has been obtained using the alchemical
MD [27].
Ca2+ Channels. Our understanding of ion perme-
ation and selectivity in calcium channels is still poor.
In the absence of a molecular sieve mechanism which
selects between ions on the basis of ionic radii, rec-
onciling their high selectivity and high conductance
has been a difficult problem. Calcium channels are
very selective against Na+ ions and exhibit a multi-
ion Coulomb repulsion mechanism to achieve a high
conduction of Ca2+ ions. The fact that the two ions
have similar raddii but different charges indicates
that selectivity must be based on charge. Since the
detailed structure of a calcium channel is not avail-
able, Chung and coworker [51] have studied a coarse-
grained model using BD simulations. They have
used the available information on the structure and
conductance properties to construct a model channel
consisting of inner and outer vestibules and a selec-
tivity filter. The filter was designed such that two
critical elements, its size and charges on its wall, were
determined from experimental data. The radius was
set to 2.8 A˚ according to the size of tetramethylam-
monium, the largest permeable ion. Four negatively
glutamate residues were assigned to the filter region.
The BD simulations have quite successfully repro-
duced experimental current-voltage curves, satura-
tion of conductance with concentration, selectivity
against Na+, the anomalous mole fraction effect, at-
tenuation of the calcium current by external sodium
ions, and the effect of mutating glutamate residues
on blocking of sodium current.
Porins. The extraordinary permeation rate of 3 bil-
lion water molecules per second per single aquaporin-
1 (AQP1) molecule, combined with the strict selec-
tivity for water, have challenged several MD sim-
ulations in order to elucidate the relation between
structural determinants and selectivity [52–55].
The MD simulations of the protein tetramer
for several nanoseconds [53] reveal that the water
molecules are strongly oriented in the channel inte-
rior with their dipoles rotating by about 180◦ during
permeation. The dipoles are aligned with the elec-
tric field which originates from the dipoles of two
specific helices, HB and HE, of the protein. Hydro-
gen competition between water molecules and a few
polar groups in the pore was found to dominate the
permeation proecess.
Hydrogen bond statistics for water molecules show
that there are two major interaction sites inside the
channel : the Asn-Pro-Ala (NPA) region and the
aromatic-arginine (Ar/R) constriction region. The
two highest enthalpic barriers to the passage of wa-
ter molecules are located directly adjacent to NPA
region. This, together with the water rotation which
also occurs here, suggest that the NPA region is a
major selectivity filter.
Porins are often designed such that proton con-
duction is strictly prevented in order to maintain
the proton gradient across the cell membrane which
serves as a major energy storage mechanism. In the
simulations, frequent simultaneous hydrogen bond-
ing of water molecules to the two NPA asparagines
has been observed, thereby weakening interactions
among adjacent water molecule in the pore. As con-
tiguous hydrogen bonded water chains are known to
be efficient proton conductors, it was suggested that
this region is the main proton filter [55].
D GATING
Ion channels regulate the selective transfer of ions
across the membrane in response to different types
of stimuli, as e.g. changes of pH, transmembrane po-
tential, mechanical stress or ligand binding. A chan-
nel can gennerally assume two stabile conformations,
the open and the closed one. The structural part of
the channel responsible for the gating controls the ac-
cessability of ions to a centrally located water-filled
pore. The opening and closing of the gate is ac-
companied by conformational changes in the protein
9during gating. The structural and dynamical details
of the gating mechanism are the least known proper-
ties of ion channels, mostly because of the fact that
an opened state of the channel is a transient one,
thus not easily fixed to be isolated by cristallization.
Consequently, for the majority of known structures
no direct comparison of X- ray structures is available
and one has to get to other experimental techniques
that suggest the structural determinants of the gat-
ing mechanism.
The KcsA Potassium Channel. The Streptomyces
lividans potassium channel (KcsA) is pH regulated
[56]. A gating mechanism was proposed by Perozo
and coworkers [57–59] by using the site-directed spin-
labeling methods and electron paramagnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy. Results from these experiments
indicate that the channel undergoes a “twisted” mo-
tion where each of the four TM2 helices tilts away
from the permeation pathway, towards the mem-
brane plane, and rotates about its helical axis, sup-
porting a scissoring-type motion with a pivot point
near residues 107-108. These movements result in
a large increase of the diameter of the intracellu-
lar mouth up to the central water-filled cavity. Al-
though the possible collective motion of the helices
can be constructed, mainly based on steric consider-
ations, the origin of the pH-mediated driving force
is still unclear. It has been conjectured [60] that
the four long cytoplasmic C-termini of residues 123-
160 may play the crucial role, because some of the
charged residues may change their protonation state
during pH variation and hence provide the necessary
variation in their inter-chain Coulomb interaction.
Another candidate for pH-mediated conformational
transitions are the four N-terminii 1-23 carrying also
titrable groups. It is unclear how these chains inter-
act with each other, possibly indirectly with the lipid
head groups of the membrane which are in general
pH sensitive. Unfortunately the gating mechanism
cannot be studied by standard MD simulation be-
cause the time scale of gating is in the order of at
least microseconds. The simulation of the channel
gating is therefore still one of the great challenges in
biophysics.
Mechanosensitive Channels. McsL, a bacterial
mechanosensitive channel of large conductance, is
the first structurally characterized mechanosensor
protein [61–64]. The protein is a pentamer, approx-
imately 50 A˚wide in the plane of the membrane and
85 A˚ tall. Each 151-residue subunit consists of two
transmembrane helices, labeled TM1 and TM2, and
a cytoplasmic helix that extends some 35 A˚ below
the membrane. The TM1 helices are arranged so as
to block diffusion through the channel at their N-
terminal ends. Excision of the cytoplasmic domains
has been found to have little effect on the gating
properties of the channel. In prokaryotes the chan-
nel plays a crucial role in exocytosis and in response
to large osmotic pressure changes. In general, it is
believed that the gating of meachanosensitive chan-
nels is induced by changes in the intra-bilayer pres-
sure profiles which originate from bilayer deforma-
tion. In order to change the membrane tension, it
has been suggested [63] that different hydrophobic
mismatches at the protein-lipid interface induced by
different types of lipids may cause an asymmetry of
tension across the bilayer membrane and hence lead
to a spontaneous curvature which controls the open
and the closed state. At least, it is clear from ex-
periments with different types of mixtures of lipids
[63, 64] that the protein-lipid interaction must play a
fundamental role in defining the physical principles
that underly MscL gating.
Recently, MD simulations [65, 66] have been per-
formed in order to contribute to the experimental
data on gating mechanism. Standard MD simula-
tion in the nanosecond time regime and the analy-
sis of the structural fluctuations have indicated that
the least mobile part of the protein could be iden-
tified as the gate, on the same location as it was
suggested by the experimental findings. This part
comprises the first 5 residues of the TM1 helices,
which are shown to be pinched together to form a
non-leaky occlusion. In addition, steered MD sim-
ulation [65] of the bare protein without membrane
and without water has been carried out. The effect
of the membrane on the protein has been taken into
account by applying a constant surface tension on
the protein. Under a range of conditions, it has been
shown that the transmembrane helices tilted consid-
erably as the pore opened. The protein refolded into
an open conformation, where the transmembrane he-
lices flattened as the pore widened, with a minimal
loss of secondary structure. The rate at which the
protein refolded has been nearly inversely propor-
tional to the applied surface tension. The results
indicate that membrane thinnning and hydrophobic
mismatch within the transmembrane helices my in-
deed drive gating.
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III. MEMBRANE PUMPS
In the follwing section we report on some recent
progress in modeling and simulating active transport
processes across bilayer membranes. Here we restrict
our attention to the case of membrane protein bac-
teriorhodopsin, which serves as a light driven proton
pump in bacterial cells.
The protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) resides in the
membrane of the archaebacterium Halobacterium
salinarum and uses photonic energy for transmem-
brane proton pumping. Proton transport is a criti-
cal process in physical chemistry and biology, includ-
ing ATP production voltage-activated proton chan-
nels in epithelia and light transduction. The pro-
tein incorporates a retinal chromophore bound to a
lysine residue via a protonated Schiff base linkage
and absorbs light around 568 nm. Photoexcitation
triggers an isomerization of retinal. The photoreac-
tion induces a vectorial transfer of a proton across
the membrane, leading to the release of a proton at
the extracellular side and an uptake from the cyto-
plasmic side. Our current knowledge of the struc-
ture and the photocycle of bR has been reviewed
in detail by several authors [67–69]. In particular,
since certain dynamical features of bR cannot be
captured by crystallographic techniques, molecular
dynamics simulations have been used to elucidate,
among others, conformational fluctuations [70–72]
and bR-water mobility [73, 74].
Although the molecular structure of bR in its
ground state is now well determined, details of in-
termediate photocycle states are still controversial
[75, 76]. In addition, the amount of buried (“inter-
nal”) water molecules in bR [77–80] which are as-
sumed to play a decisive role in providing proton
pathways and to be involved in the molecular mecha-
nism leading to proton translocation, is still unclear.
Very recently [81] new details of the amount and
the distribution of internal water molecules, and of
the related hydrogen-bonded networks in bR that
constitute proton pathways, has been reported. This
work provides important information on hydrogen-
bonded networks in bR fluctuating on the ps to ns
time scale, which has not been seen in crystallo-
graphic studies.
Distribution of Water Molecules. Using molecular
dynamics simulations the number of internal water
molecules in bR have been estimated. In addition,
“diffusive” and “trapped” water molecules have been
discriminated. From the simulations, the average
number of diffusive water has been estimated to 24.
The average fluctuation is about 1.5. The equilib-
rium distribution of internal water molecules (IWM)
in bR is shown in Fig.3. The number density nw(z)
has been calculated with respect to the z-axis, i.e.,
the average number of IWM within a slab of thick-
ness δz = 1 A˚. The origin z = 0 is placed at the
center of mass of the protein. Strictly speaking, the
notion ”diffusive” IWM has to be defined more pre-
cisely. There are many water molecules entering the
protein very transiently, i.e., crossing the ”mathe-
matically” defined protein surface and penetrating
up to a few A˚ before exiting again. Those ”sur-
face” water molecules do not perform an actual dif-
fusion inside the protein over an substantial amount
of time. Therefore, in the data of Fig.3 only those
IWM have been included, which have spent more
than 10 ps inside bR. Only in this case, the analysis
of the simulation data yields an average of 24 IWM.
Without this restriction, i.e., including the ”surface”
water molecules, the average of diffusive IWM is ap-
proximately 80.
The first remarkable information from the dis-
tribution nw(z) is that a migration of water be-
tween the extracellular and cytoplasmic part does
not take place within the simulation time. This is
concluded from the gap in the distribution of diffu-
sive molecules. This gap reflects a kind of structural
“watershed” in the protein. The existence of this
impenetrable structural interface between the cyto-
plasmic and the extracellular part of bR was already
concluded from crystallographic data and is a neces-
sary feature of the protein in its ground state, pro-
hibiting a spontaneous transport of protons across
the membrane.
The distribution of IWM (diffusive and trapped),
as detected by crystallographic data and as found
during our simulations, have been compared recently
[81]. Both distributions are in qualitative agreement
as far as the overall shape is concerned : less water
molecules near the center of the protein, more out-
side. However, from the quantitive point of view,
they differ considerably. The crystallographic data
of Sass et al. [75] contain in total 77 water molecules,
out of which only 18 are inside the protein, whereas
the simulation data provide a much higer amount
of IWM, 44. Integration of nw(z) obtained by sim-
ulation leads to an average of 44 water molecules
inside the protein, out of which are 24 diffusive and
20 trapped. It is also interesting to note that the
average number of internal water molecules in the
cytoplasmic domain, 25, is higher than in the extra-
cellular one, 19.
The explanation for the large discrepancy of the
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FIG. 3: One-dimensional number density nw(z) of
water molecules in bR as found by simulation. The
full and the dotted lines denote diffusive and trapped
water molecules, respectively. The two full vertical
lines denote the average positions of the two mem-
brane surfaces defined by the average locations of
the nitrogen atoms of the lipid head groups. The
two broken vertical lines indicate the average posi-
tions of the α-carbon atoms of Asp36 and Lys129
which are located close to the surface of bR.
number of IWM, as found during simulation and as
compared to the crystallographically found IWM, is
the high exchange rate of water molecules between
internal and external locations. Therefore, it is of
interest to characterize some time-dependent prop-
erties of IWM in terms of typical residence times
and correlation times. This can be performed using
simulation data. Consider a particular ensemble of
IWM at a certain time t. For this ensemble one can
define the ”exchange” (or turn-over) time τex as the
time after which all IWM of this ensemble have been
replaced by new IWM. The average decay of such
an ensembles is described by N
(e)
w (t), as the average
number of remained IWM of an ensemble after time
t, follows an exponential law at larger time according
to
N (e)w (t) ∼ exp(−t/τcor), t > 100 ps (3)
where the correlation time τcor ≈ 180 ps charac-
terizes the time evolution of the ”exchange” pro-
cess of those IWM which penetrate deeply into bR.
At shorter times, t < 50 ps, there are rapid ex-
change processes which are due to the ”surface” wa-
ter molecules which do not perform a diffusion inside
bR before exiting, and hence N
(e)
w (t) decreases in this
time regime much more rapidly than at larger times.
One implication from the typical time scales τex and
τcor is, that due to exchange processes of IWM on a
time scale of a few 100 ps, it is very difficult to detect
by crystallographic methods the accurate amount of
water molecules inside bR. A second quantity, which
corroborates this view and which characterizes the
dynamics of diffusive IWM, is the distribution of res-
idence times in a given ensemble of IWM. The resi-
dence time τres is the time which one of the diffusive
IWM spends inside the protein. Then, N(τres) is
the number of IWM with residence time τres found
in a given ensemble of diffusive IWM. The average
over many ensembles, taken from simulation data,
exhibits a distribution of N(τres) which is well de-
scribed by a power law within a certain time range
of 1 < τres < 300 ps,
N(τres) ∼ (τres)−1 , 1 < τres < 300 ps. (4)
From this distribution N(τres) the average residence
time of a water molecule has been calculated to
〈τres〉 ≈ 52 ps. Again, this result explains why it is
very difficult to detect the accurate amount of water
molecules inside bR by crystallographic methods.
Structure of Hydrogen-Bonded Network. During
the photocycle, protons are vectorially transported
from the cytoplasmic side to the extracellular envi-
ronment. During this process the proton is captured
by the Schiff base of the retinal group. This implies
that hydrogen-bonded pathways must exist between
the cytoplasmic surface of the protein and the Schiff
base via the side chain Asp96 as shown by infrared
spectroscopy.
With regard to the previous section, which is con-
cerned with the water population in bR, we now ad-
dress the question about the quantitative contribu-
tion of water molecules to generate hydrogen-bonded
pathways between the bR’s aqueous environment
and the core of bR. We have considered the following
constructs of hydrogen-bonded chains.
The hydrogen-bonded pathway is related to the
“Grotthuss relay mechanism” for proton transport.
Since there is a vast amount of literature on this
subject, we simply quote a few and more recent ar-
ticles [47, 82–84]. There, the ordered chains of wa-
ter molecules are considered, where one path con-
sists of an alternating sequence of hydrogen bonds
between water molecules, H· · ·O, separated by O–
H bonds of water molecules. In this case, the pro-
tons are assumed to hop in a rate-limiting process
along such a path which results in a reorientation
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FIG. 4: Snapshot of a hydrogen-bonded network
connecting the protein surface and Asp96. The yel-
low lines denote hydrogen bonds. The blue balls de-
note external water molecules to which Asp96 is con-
nected via hydrogen bonds. Pink balls denote water
molecules to which Asp96 is not connected. Orange
balls denote other residues not denoted in the figure.
of the participating water molecules. Many refine-
ments of this model have been proposed [85]. In
spite of the simplicity of the Grotthuss model, its
application, in particular to biological systems, has
lead to many valuable insights into proton transport
governed by the concerted actions of spontaneously
forming hydrogen-bonded networks and the struc-
tural fluctuations of the embedding proteins [86, 87].
In the recent study [81], however, the Grotthuss-
path model was used as a static geometrical con-
struct rather than a dynamical one. A dynamical
picture would include certain time-dependent cor-
relations between proton and water displacements.
However, using a static picture, this approach can be
considered as a description of the capability of bR to
form spontaneously Grotthuss-pathways which are
relevant for proton transport. In Fig.4 we have de-
picted a typical snapshot of a hydrogen-bonded net-
work connecting the protein surface and Asp96.
It is of interest also to characterize the average ge-
ometry of the hydrogen-bonded networks targeted to
Asp96. It has been shown [81] that the distribution
of bonds are localized in a certain regime. Consid-
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FIG. 5: Probability distribution P (Np) of the num-
ber Np of hydrogen-bonded pathways connecting at
the same time various amino acids to the protein
surface. For simplicity we have included only path-
ways consisting solely of water molecules (Grotthuss
pathways).
ering the fairly large, less compact bond distribu-
tion near the surface of the protein, one may specu-
late that the hydrogen-bonded network targeted to
Asp96 works as a kind of “funneling” requisite. A
more quantitative description of the network is pre-
sented in the following figures 5 and 6.
In Fig.5, the probability distribution P (Np) of the
number Np of hydrogen-bonded pathways connect-
ing at the same time various amino acids to the
protein surface is shown. For simplicity we have
included only pathways consisting solely of water
molecules (Grotthuss pathways). Since the proba-
bilities for various amino acids at Np > 2 are signifi-
cantly P (Np) > 0 (e.g. Asp96 and Asp38, P(Np=5)
> 0.1), this result demonstrates that for various side
chains many hydrogen-bonded pathways to the pro-
tein surface can exist at the same time.
The average number NG(L) of Grutthuss paths
consisting of L hydrogen bonds is shown in Fig.6.
These pathways connect the protein surface to var-
ious types of amino acids in the cytoplasmic half
of the protein. The average length of a Grotthuss-
path (in units of a hydrogen bond) is given by
〈L〉 = ∑L L NG(L)/ ∑NG(L), and calculated to〈L〉 = 6.0, 4.1, 5.1, 4.8 for Asp96, Lys41, Asp38, and
Asp36, respectively. The quantity NG(L) has been
calculated from 250 snapshots of the system during
the 2.5 ns simulation time, i.e., every 10 ps. At each
snapshot, the number of Grotthuss paths of length
L has been calculated and added to NG(L). The fi-
nal result was then normalized by 250. The average
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FIG. 6: Average number of Grotthuss pathways
NG(L) as a function of path length L which is the
number of hydrogen bonds connecting a particular
amino acid to the protein surface. Given for various
amino acids, as indicated.
number of Grotthuss pathways is 〈NG〉 ≈ 2.
Dynamics of Hydrogen-Bonded Network. Each
hydrogen-bonded path is transient and exists only
for a certain life time. Since these paths are assumed
to constitute proton pathways, it is important to es-
timate their life times which can provide some in-
sights into the efficiency of the proton translocation.
During the simulation we have monitored vari-
ous hydrogen-bonded pathways connecting certain
residues, as potential proton acceptors, to the pro-
tein surface. A pathway of any length L is consid-
ered to be broken if any one of its constituing hydro-
gen bonds is broken. The corresponding life time τp
is then stored in a histogram which finally provides
the probability density distribution PL(τp). The re-
sult for cytoplasmic pathways is shown in Fig.7 for
2 ≤ L ≤ 13. From the data one can calculate the
average lifetime 〈τp〉 =
∑
L
∑
τpPL(τp), which yields
approximately 〈τp〉 = 0.045 ps. The probability dis-
tribution PL(τp) can be described approximately by
a stretched exponential for τp > 0.01 ps,
PL(τp) = cL exp[−
√
τp/b], (5)
where b = 0.0073, and cL is a constant depending
on L : 3.1, 6.5, 9.7, 9.8, 11.4, 7.6, 5.0, 2.7, 1.1, 0.97,
0.40, for 3 ≤ L ≤ 13. This is demonstrated in Fig.8
where the semi-log plot of the
∑
L PL(τp) versus
√
τP
shows the stretched exponential over one order of
magnitude in time.
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FIG. 7: Probability distribution PL(τp) of the life-
times τp of hydrogen-bonded pathways connecting
the protein surface and Asp96.
Since it is well known that re-protonation of Asp96
takes several ms [88, 89], it is of interest to correlate
this time to the probability distribution PL(τp). It
is known that the proton hopping time τH ≈ 1.5
ps [90] between hydronium and water accounts for
the abnormal proton mobility if one assumes that
hopping takes place across a single water molecule
at a time. Assuming the applicability of the Einstein
relation for diffusion along a one-dimensional path
a2H = 2 D τH (6)
on can estimate a reasonable diffusion coefficient by
assuming a hopping length of aH = 2.5 A˚, which is
the hydrogen-bond length between water and H3O
+
[47, 91]. The calculation gives D = 2.1 A˚2/ps. As-
suming a hydrogen-bonded pathway of length L = 5,
then the proton would need on the average a time of
τL = (L aH)
2/2D ≈ 37 ps to travel along a path
between protein surface and Asp96. According to
Eq.5 the probability to find a pathway existing for
a traveling time τL is the sum over all probabilities
PL(τp) for τp ≥ τL. Integration of Eq.5 yields
P˜L(τL) ≡
∫ ∞
τL
PL(x)dx = 2 cL b exp[−
√
τL/b] (
√
τL/b+1).
(7)
Then the waiting time for a proton to travel a dis-
tance of L is in the order of
τwait ≈ 〈τp〉
P˜L(τL) 〈NG〉
. (8)
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FIG. 8: Semi-log plot of the sum of the probabilities∑
L PL(τp) of the lifetimes τp of hydrogen-bonded
pathways versus
√
τp. The crosses represent the
same data as given in Fig.7.
This is shown in Fig.9 where the waiting time is plot-
ted as a function of the traveling time τL. From Fig.9
it is obvious that τL =37 ps leads to an unreasonably
long waiting time which excludes the possibility of a
diffusional proton translocation between the protein
surface and Asp96.
The key problem is the long traveling time τL.
This time, however, would be much shorter if local
electric fields due to the surrounding residues would
induce a drift of the proton along the path and along
the direction of the electric field according to
v = µH E (9)
where v is the proton drift velocity, µH = 36 A˚
2/V ps
the proton mobility [90], and E the internal electric
field strength. Assuming a field in the order of the
membrane electric field E = 0.05 V/A˚ (see e.g.
[92]) yields v = 1.8 A˚/ps. Interestingly, the effective
velocity of a proton hopping process vH = aH/τH =
1.67 A˚/ps is in the same order of magnitude, which
indicates that probably the electric field does not ef-
fect very much the hopping process, but rather works
as a rectifier. From the drift relation between dis-
placement and time
L aH = v τL (10)
one obtains, e.g., for L=4, and L=5 traveling times
τL = 5.5 ps and τL = 6.9 ps, respectively. According
to Fig.9 these numbers yield waiting times τwait of 8
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FIG. 9: The logarithm of the waiting time log τwait
versus traveling time τL.
ms and 124 ms, respectively, which are in reasonable
agreement with experiments.
The internal electric fields in the cytoplasmic do-
main of bR are unknown. But similar as in the ex-
tracellular domain of bR where the proton reaction
transfer is driven by a set of pK shifts, and hence by
changes of local electric fields that propagate along
the proton-conducting path, a corresponding mech-
anism may work during the proton translocation in
the cytoplasmic side of bR as well. Therefore it
would be of interest to investigate the internal elec-
tric fields of bR, that are of particular interest for
intermediate states during the photocycle of bR [93].
IV. OUTLOOK
A good theoretical model of the membrane protein
has to relate the structure to its function. The ulti-
mate approach to the structure-function problem is
expected to be molecular dynamics simulation, since
it is the only present computational method that
treats all parts of the system explicitly. Unfortu-
nately, present state of the computational speed is
far beyond this goal: for the membrane channels, it
is still not possible to calculate most of the properties
within a reasonable time, even employing the largest
and fastest computers. On the other hand, MD ap-
proach calls for a high resolution data on membrane
protein structure, which is still a rare case to find.
Nevertheless, a judicious use of experimental clues
can help developing a simplified models of ion chan-
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nels that could be sufficiently accurate for the pur-
poses of electrostatic continuum calculations and
BD simulations, which can provide the output data
on conductance, reproduce I-V curves, etc. Those
coarse-grained models would still be of a value,
specifically in the cases where environmental effects
on functional properties are to be evaluated. Also, a
development in proper integration of coarse-grained
with atomistic approaches is expected.
One of the challenges for future modelling efforts
would surely be in inlcuding more detailed descrip-
tion of the system, specifically in the environmental
conditions for the membrane proteins. The reasons
for this expectation comes from various directions
which emphasise the importance of protein-lipid in-
teractions.
The protein-lipid interaction can, at least in some
cases, produce a modulation of membrane protein
function itself. As the reported example of gram-
icidin A shows, the electrostatics and geometry of
surrounding lipids can have a profound influence on
channel properties. Although this influence is ex-
pected to be larger for such a small channels as gA
is, it should not be underestimated also in the case
of real, biological channels as well. The profound ef-
fect of lipid environment on the structure and func-
tion of nAch receptor channel is recently experimen-
tally shown [94] However,it has been long known
that a large number of membrane proteins is se-
lective towards specific membrane lipids, indicating
that membrane proteins call for a specific lipid envi-
ronment in order to function properly. Moreover, in
oder to resolve the need for presence of non-bilayer
lipids for normal physiological functioning in vari-
ety of cells, it has been suggested that the presence
of non-bilayer forming lipid class is crucial for en-
suring the physiologically functional conformation of
the membrane proteins via the specific lipid-protein
interactions [95, 96]. Confirming of that is the ex-
ample of gating regulation for MscL channel through
varying the lipid composition, including the presence
of non-bilayer forming lipids.
Another problem that would have to be encoun-
tered in future simulation attempts is a higher level
of complexity in protein structure. Simulations of
membrane proteins so far considered just a pore
defining domain of the protein structure. The re-
ported example of membrane proton pump bac-
teriorhodopsin, which is modelled in simulations
as a mononer, naturally in membranes occurs as
trimer. Some recent calculations suggest that struc-
tural changes of the pore domain appear in confor-
mation of trimer vs. monomeric form. Additionally,
some membrane proteins can be found in diversity of
conformations (monomeric or multimeric conforma-
tions, homomeric as well as heteromeric structures),
which can produce functionally different entities, as
in the example of KCNQ familiy of channel pro-
teins [97], suggesting the necessity of including com-
plete structures in computational simulations. Some
classes of K+ channels as well as nAch membrane
channel, also include water-soluble domains or sub-
units, which may alter channel properties [98–100],
thus presenting the need of including those struc-
tures in the future calculations as well.
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